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About This Unit
Are you familiar with Howard Gardner’s
Multiple Intelligences? It is an amazing way of
looking at how your students learn best.
You can visit his website here:
http://howardgardner.com/.
There are several online assessments that
your students can take to determine which
type of learner they are.
In this unit, you will find 8 choice boards. Each
board focuses on activities for your students
to complete based on each
Multiple Intelligence.
These boards are included in full color and
black and white.
These choice boards are perfect for
homework, early finishers, or independent
work time. For classroom use, simply laminate
them for durability.

Intrapersonal
{Self Smart}
Start your own
journal. Create a
cover and add
pages to the inside.
It’s the perfect
place to write
your thoughts.
Find a fairy tale
and rewrite it
with you as the
main character.
Be sure to make
changes that
reflect you.
Think of
something that
you could do
better. Work to
strengthen that
particular thing.

Select a story
Set a new goal
that you have
for yourself and
read before or
plan how you
choose a new
are going to
story. Rewrite achieve it…then
it from your
do it!
point of view.
Create a timeline Write about your
of your life.
thoughts on
Add pictures and something that is
words to tell
happening in the
about important
news.
events in your
life.
Visit
Gandhi was a
www.kidpointz.c
very gifted
om/printableintrapersonal
charts/goalthinker. What
charts/ and
can you learn
record and
about his life?
print your goals.
Create a rating
Write your
Create an “All
system for books reflections and
About Me”
that you like and
ideas on your
poster. Share it
use it. Keep a list
future.
with a friend.
of books for each
part of your
system.

Visit
www.kidblog.org
and create your
own blog.

Create a list of
things that make
you happy.
Write about why
they make you
feel this way.
Think about what
you want to be
when you grow
up. Write your
strategies for
becoming that.
Find some yoga
activities that
you can teach
your class,
friends, or
family.
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Naturalist
{Nature Smart}
Get a plant and
If you have a
take care of it.
class pet or a
Record its growth pet at home, find
and changes.
5 new
fascinating facts
about that pet
and share them.
Start a rock
Create a nature
collection. Share collection. Label
new information all of the things
that you learn
in your
about the rocks
collection and
you collect.
share it with a
friend.
Create a list of
Watch and
animals that come
record the
from eggs. If you temperature and
are unsure,
weather events
research the
in your area.
animal before
adding it.
Gather some
Visit
friends and
www.nwf.org/ki
clean up the
ds.aspx and
playground at
have fun
your school.
exploring many
aspects of
nature.

Design a bird
house or new
nest for a bird
to live.

Create a nature
journal. Decide
what you are
going to observe
and record your
findings in your
journal.
Draw a diagram
of what plants
need in order to
survive. Share
with your class
or another class.

Create a
memory
matching game
where you
match the baby
animal to the
adult animal.
Visit
Find out more
www.pbskids.org about an animal
/games/nature.ht that lives in your
ml to play some
area. Present
fun and
your information
interesting
to the class.
nature games.
Does your
Use a magnifying
school or family
glass to get a
recycle? Start
close-up look at
a recycling
something from
project for
nature. Draw
them.
your findings.
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Musical
{Music Smart}
Create a dance Think of something Create a math rap
based on a book,
that you are
based upon
something you
having trouble something that you
enjoy doing, or to remembering.
are learning or
share new
Write a song to
have learned in
information.
help you
class. Share with
remember.
your classmates.
Visit
Find a poem you Find and learn to
www.creatingmu enjoy and turn it
play a musical
sic.com and
instrument. Once
into a song.
create your own
you get pretty
music or listen to
good at it, share
music.
your new skill with
your class.
Listen to and
Create a song list Find a science
learn about
of classical or
experiment to
music from other instrumental music
conduct that
cultures.
for your class to
involves music.
listen to during Share your results
study or writing with your class.
time.
Select a famous Create a variety
Find, listen to,
musician and
of tap, clap, and and learn a song
research their life. snap rhythms.
that teaches
Be sure to share Teach them to a
something new.
your findings.
friend.
Share it with
your class.

Find a song or
video that teaches
you how to do
something new.
Learn it. Share
with a friend.
Find everyday
objects in your
classroom and
turn them into
musical
instruments.
Visit
www.agame.com
and go to the
music section.
Have fun with
the many music
games.
Find a book that
has a rhythmic,
rhyming, or
repeating
pattern. Read it
and tell why you
enjoyed it.
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Bodily-Kinesthetic
{Body Smart}
Use your foot to
measure various
objects. Now
measure the same
objects using your
hand. Record
your findings.
Lead your class in
an exercise brain
break.

Visit
www.pbskids.org
/games/exercise.
html to
participate in
some fun fitness
games.
Create a game
for your class to
play during
recess or one
for your family
to play at home.

Think of a situation Find blocks, Legos, Learn how to do
that could happen
etc. to create
something new (a
on the playground something cool.
cartwheel, back
(real or make
bend, etc.) and
believe). Role
show or teach
play ways to help
your class.
make it better.
Have you ever
Create a small
Create a list of
played Charades? workout routine
animals, then
Create some
for you to follow create actions to
charades cards at home. Record represent each
for your family or how successful you
animal.
classmates to act are at following
out.
the routine.
Review math facts.
Create a
Visit
Every time you scavenger hunt of www.jumpbunch.
get one correct, things for students
com to learn
shoot a ball or a
to find in the
some fun things
wadded up piece classroom or in
about health and
of paper into an
their desks.
fitness.
empty trashcan. Complete the hunt.
Find some music Select a famous Create some brain
break activities of
that you enjoy.
athlete and
Create some research their life. movements that
movement actions Be sure to share you can do while
to represent the what you learn. sitting in a chair.
Share them with
music.
your teacher.
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Verbal-Linguistic
{Word Smart}
Create a class
newspaper or a
newspaper for
your family.

Write a story to
share in class.
Pick your own
topic.

Record a story
that is a favorite
of yours. Add it
to the class
listening library.

Write word
problems for
your friends,
family, or class
to solve.

Discover new
words and find
their meaning.
Record your
information.

Learn a folktale
Create an ABC
and retell it to
book based on
your class,
something that you
another class, or are interested in
your family.
or have learned.

Create a word
game for your
friends or
family to play.

Create a chart
of prefixes.
Under each
prefix, write
words that use
that prefix and
their meanings.
Write a speech
Visit
about something www.pbskids.org/
that you are
games/word.html
passionate about
to enjoy some
and share it with
great word
the class.
games.

Create a poetry
journal. Use it to
collect poems
that you create,
as well as other
poems that you
enjoy.
Visit
Create a word
Learn about a
Write a news
www.journalbuddi work activity
famous author or
report about
es.com to create
for your
poet. Share your something that is
your own journal classmates to use. research with the
happening in
or get writing
class or your
your classroom.
prompts from a
family.
huge collection.
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Interpersonal
{People Smart}
Interview
someone you
know. What new
or interesting
information did
you find out about
them?
Form a club
based on mutual
interests of the
members.

Find a Reader’s
Theatre play
and work with a
small group to
learn it. Be sure
to present it to
your class.
Go to a
classroom of
students that are
younger than
you and tutor
them.

With a partner or Help plan the next
two, find
class party or
something new that
meeting.
you want to learn
about it. Research
it together. Share
what your learn.
Create a new
Helen Keller was
game for your
a famous
class or group of
interpersonal
friends to play
thinker. What
at recess.
can you learn
about her life?
Be sure to share.
Find a partner
Work with a
and practice
group of people
your math facts. to draw a mural
that represents
something you
are learning in
class.
Visit
Write a
www.mag.amazin biography about
g-kids.org/ to
one of your
learn about some
friends or
amazing kids all someone in your
over the world.
family.

Select a book that
you are reading
or have read and
create a play for
your class to
perform based on
the book.
Find a partner.
Each of you
learn something
new and then
teach it to each
other.
Visit
http://www.timef
orkids.com/news
to learn about
important events
that affect kids .
Work with a
group of
classmates to
create a class
cheer.
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Logical-Mathematical
{Logic Smart}
Find a mystery to Play a money
read. Try to solve game or use coins
the mystery
to create number
before the
problems.
character
solves it.

Play a card game Create a design
that you enjoy or using geometric
create a whole
shapes.
new card game
for your friends
and family to play.

Draw a picture.
Create an
Create pattern
Find a science
Cut it apart to
alphabet code
cards. Give them experiment for
create a puzzle.
using symbols.
to a friend or
your class to
Give it to a friend Have fun writing your class to work
conduct.
to put back
“secret” messages. on extending the
together.
pattern.
Do you know what Create your own
Sudoku is? Create class graph by
a Sudoku puzzle
collecting data
and give it to
from the students
someone to solve. and recording it.
Be sure to share it
with the class.
Find a science
Select a famous
experiment that
scientist and
you can conduct research their life.
at home.
Be sure to share
your findings.

Visit
Go to a grade
www.coolmath- lower than yours
games.com and
and tutor some
work on an area
students that
that really
need help with
interests you.
math.
Find and record
patterns you find
in the classroom,
outside, or in
your home.

Visit
www.kidsmathga
mesonline.com.
Be sure to visit
the logic area
for some fun
learning!
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Spatial
{Picture Smart}
Use clay to
create something
interesting to
you.

Draw a picture
of something that
is special to you.
Share it with a
friend or with
your class.

Create a map of
your school.
Find someone
who would find
the map useful
and share it with
them.
Take photos of
something that
you are learning
in class. Share
the photos with
your classmates
or family.
Visit
www.coolmathgames.com and
work in the
jigsaw puzzle
section.

Paint a picture
from a story
that you enjoy.

Select a famous
painter and
research their
life and work.

Create
illustrations for
your vocabulary
words.

Find a memory
matching game.
Play it by
yourself or with
a friend.

Visualize
patterns in your
mind and
recreate them
on paper.

Put on a puppet Create a Power
show for your
Point project
class based upon
using only
a book you
pictures. Tell
enjoy or
about the
something that
pictures when
you are learning. you present it.
Create a logo
Visit
for your
www.kidsnumber
classroom either s.com/math_trig
by drawing it or
_box.php to
creating it on
work on a fun
the computer.
spatial activity.
Find a poem that
you enjoy and
illustrate it.

Draw a picture
of the way you
see a math
concept in your
head. Present it
to the class.
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Intrapersonal
{Self Smart}
Start your own
journal. Create a
cover and add
pages to the inside.
It’s the perfect
place to write
your thoughts.
Find a fairy tale
and rewrite it
with you as the
main character.
Be sure to make
changes that
reflect you.
Think of
something that
you could do
better. Work to
strengthen that
particular thing.

Select a story
Set a new goal
that you have
for yourself and
read before or
plan how you
choose a new
are going to
story. Rewrite achieve it…then
it from your
do it!
point of view.
Create a timeline Write about your
of your life.
thoughts on
Add pictures and something that is
words to tell
happening in the
about important
news.
events in your
life.
Visit
Gandhi was a
www.kidpointz.c
very gifted
om/printableintrapersonal
charts/goalthinker. What
charts/ and
can you learn
record and
about his life?
print your goals.
Create a rating
Write your
Create an “All
system for books reflections and
About Me”
that you like and
ideas on your
poster. Share it
use it. Keep a list
future.
with a friend.
of books for each
part of your
system.

Visit
www.kidblog.org
and create your
own blog.

Create a list of
things that make
you happy.
Write about why
they make you
feel this way.
Think about what
you want to be
when you grow
up. Write your
strategies for
becoming that.
Find some yoga
activities that
you can teach
your class,
friends, or
family.
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Naturalist
{Nature Smart}
Get a plant and
If you have a
take care of it.
class pet or a
Record its growth pet at home, find
and changes.
5 new
fascinating facts
about that pet
and share them.
Start a rock
Create a nature
collection. Share collection. Label
new information all of the things
that you learn
in your
about the rocks
collection and
you collect.
share it with a
friend.
Create a list of
Watch and
animals that come
record the
from eggs. If you temperature and
are unsure,
weather events
research the
in your area.
animal before
adding it.
Gather some
Visit
friends and
www.nwf.org/ki
clean up the
ds.aspx and
playground at
have fun
your school.
exploring many
aspects of
nature.

Design a bird
house or new
nest for a bird
to live.

Create a nature
journal. Decide
what you are
going to observe
and record your
findings in your
journal.
Draw a diagram
of what plants
need in order to
survive. Share
with your class
or another class.

Create a
memory
matching game
where you
match the baby
animal to the
adult animal.
Visit
Find out more
www.pbskids.org about an animal
/games/nature.ht that lives in your
ml to play some
area. Present
fun and
your information
interesting
to the class.
nature games.
Does your
Use a magnifying
school or family
glass to get a
recycle? Start
close-up look at
a recycling
something from
project for
nature. Draw
them.
your findings.
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Musical
{Music Smart}
Create a dance Think of something Create a math rap
based on a book,
that you are
based upon
something you
having trouble something that you
enjoy doing, or to remembering.
are learning or
share new
Write a song to
have learned in
information.
help you
class. Share with
remember.
your classmates.
Visit
Find a poem you Find and learn to
www.creatingmu enjoy and turn it
play a musical
sic.com and
instrument. Once
into a song.
create your own
you get pretty
music or listen to
good at it, share
music.
your new skill with
your class.
Listen to and
Create a song list Find a science
learn about
of classical or
experiment to
music from other instrumental music
conduct that
cultures.
for your class to
involves music.
listen to during Share your results
study or writing with your class.
time.
Select a famous Create a variety
Find, listen to,
musician and
of tap, clap, and and learn a song
research their life. snap rhythms.
that teaches
Be sure to share Teach them to a
something new.
your findings.
friend.
Share it with
your class.

Find a song or
video that teaches
you how to do
something new.
Learn it. Share
with a friend.
Find everyday
objects in your
classroom and
turn them into
musical
instruments.
Visit
www.agame.com
and go to the
music section.
Have fun with
the many music
games.
Find a book that
has a rhythmic,
rhyming, or
repeating
pattern. Read it
and tell why you
enjoyed it.
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Bodily-Kinesthetic
{Body Smart}
Use your foot to
measure various
objects. Now
measure the same
objects using your
hand. Record
your findings.
Lead your class in
an exercise brain
break.

Visit
www.pbskids.org
/games/exercise.
html to
participate in
some fun fitness
games.
Create a game
for your class to
play during
recess or one
for your family
to play at home.

Think of a situation Find blocks, Legos, Learn how to do
that could happen
etc. to create
something new (a
on the playground something cool.
cartwheel, back
(real or make
bend, etc.) and
believe). Role
show or teach
play ways to help
your class.
make it better.
Have you ever
Create a small
Create a list of
played Charades? workout routine
animals, then
Create some
for you to follow create actions to
charades cards at home. Record represent each
for your family or how successful you
animal.
classmates to act are at following
out.
the routine.
Review math facts.
Create a
Visit
Every time you scavenger hunt of www.jumpbunch.
get one correct, things for students
com to learn
shoot a ball or a
to find in the
some fun things
wadded up piece classroom or in
about health and
of paper into an
their desks.
fitness.
empty trashcan. Complete the hunt.
Find some music Select a famous Create some brain
break activities of
that you enjoy.
athlete and
Create some research their life. movements that
movement actions Be sure to share you can do while
to represent the what you learn. sitting in a chair.
Share them with
music.
your teacher.
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Verbal-Linguistic
{Word Smart}
Create a class
newspaper or a
newspaper for
your family.

Write a story to
share in class.
Pick your own
topic.

Record a story
that is a favorite
of yours. Add it
to the class
listening library.

Write word
problems for
your friends,
family, or class
to solve.

Discover new
words and find
their meaning.
Record your
information.

Learn a folktale
Create an ABC
and retell it to
book based on
your class,
something that you
another class, or are interested in
your family.
or have learned.

Create a word
game for your
friends or
family to play.

Create a chart
of prefixes.
Under each
prefix, write
words that use
that prefix and
their meanings.
Write a speech
Visit
about something www.pbskids.org/
that you are
games/word.html
passionate about
to enjoy some
and share it with
great word
the class.
games.

Create a poetry
journal. Use it to
collect poems
that you create,
as well as other
poems that you
enjoy.
Visit
Create a word
Learn about a
Write a news
www.journalbuddi work activity
famous author or
report about
es.com to create
for your
poet. Share your something that is
your own journal classmates to use. research with the
happening in
or get writing
class or your
your classroom.
prompts from a
family.
huge collection.
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Interpersonal
{People Smart}
Interview
someone you
know. What new
or interesting
information did
you find out about
them?
Form a club
based on mutual
interests of the
members.

Find a Reader’s
Theatre play
and work with a
small group to
learn it. Be sure
to present it to
your class.
Go to a
classroom of
students that are
younger than
you and tutor
them.

With a partner or Help plan the next
two, find
class party or
something new that
meeting.
you want to learn
about it. Research
it together. Share
what your learn.
Create a new
Helen Keller was
game for your
a famous
class or group of
interpersonal
friends to play
thinker. What
at recess.
can you learn
about her life?
Be sure to share.
Find a partner
Work with a
and practice
group of people
your math facts. to draw a mural
that represents
something you
are learning in
class.
Visit
Write a
www.mag.amazin biography about
g-kids.org/ to
one of your
learn about some
friends or
amazing kids all someone in your
over the world.
family.

Select a book that
you are reading
or have read and
create a play for
your class to
perform based on
the book.
Find a partner.
Each of you
learn something
new and then
teach it to each
other.
Visit
http://www.timef
orkids.com/news
to learn about
important events
that affect kids .
Work with a
group of
classmates to
create a class
cheer.
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Logical-Mathematical
{Logic Smart}
Find a mystery to Play a money
read. Try to solve game or use coins
the mystery
to create number
before the
problems.
character
solves it.

Play a card game Create a design
that you enjoy or using geometric
create a whole
shapes.
new card game
for your friends
and family to play.

Draw a picture.
Create an
Create pattern
Find a science
Cut it apart to
alphabet code
cards. Give them experiment for
create a puzzle.
using symbols.
to a friend or
your class to
Give it to a friend Have fun writing your class to work
conduct.
to put back
“secret” messages. on extending the
together.
pattern.
Do you know what Create your own
Sudoku is? Create class graph by
a Sudoku puzzle
collecting data
and give it to
from the students
someone to solve. and recording it.
Be sure to share it
with the class.
Find a science
Select a famous
experiment that
scientist and
you can conduct research their life.
at home.
Be sure to share
your findings.

Visit
Go to a grade
www.coolmath- lower than yours
games.com and
and tutor some
work on an area
students that
that really
need help with
interests you.
math.
Find and record
patterns you find
in the classroom,
outside, or in
your home.

Visit
www.kidsmathga
mesonline.com.
Be sure to visit
the logic area
for some fun
learning!
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Spatial
{Picture Smart}
Use clay to
create something
interesting to
you.

Draw a picture
of something that
is special to you.
Share it with a
friend or with
your class.

Create a map of
your school.
Find someone
who would find
the map useful
and share it with
them.
Take photos of
something that
you are learning
in class. Share
the photos with
your classmates
or family.
Visit
www.coolmathgames.com and
work in the
jigsaw puzzle
section.

Paint a picture
from a story
that you enjoy.

Select a famous
painter and
research their
life and work.

Create
illustrations for
your vocabulary
words.

Find a memory
matching game.
Play it by
yourself or with
a friend.

Visualize
patterns in your
mind and
recreate them
on paper.

Put on a puppet Create a Power
show for your
Point project
class based upon
using only
a book you
pictures. Tell
enjoy or
about the
something that
pictures when
you are learning. you present it.
Create a logo
Visit
for your
www.kidsnumber
classroom either s.com/math_trig
by drawing it or
_box.php to
creating it on
work on a fun
the computer.
spatial activity.
Find a poem that
you enjoy and
illustrate it.

Draw a picture
of the way you
see a math
concept in your
head. Present it
to the class.
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Thank you for purchasing this product.
I hope you and your students enjoy it!
You can find more products
in my TPT store.

Please stop by my blog:
Chalk One Up for the Teacher
The graphics in this product came from these amazing designers:

If you like these choice boards you can find others by clicking below.
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